Gaming
DEEP DIVE WEEK
Helsinki, 18-22 November 2019
uGlobally

Gaming startups ready to scale-up
This DDW will bring 15 European scaleups for a mini acceleration week in Helsinki. The
purpose of this program is to introduce companies to the local ecosystem and facilitate their
market entry in Finland.
▪ Finland is one of the fastest-growing startup regions in Europe and has been
attracting companies from all over the world. The capital, Helsinki, ranks #1 in the
world regarding connectedness among founders, investors, and experts.
▪ Finland has also been acknowledged as the most innovative and highly educated
country in the world, offering great tech talent for its businesses.
▪ Finally, the local government is closely involved with the ecosystem and provides
many incentives to support their companies.
The combination of these factors puts the entrepreneurs in the perfect position to test and
grow their ideas internationally. Because of these reasons, the region houses over 500 tech
companies, including huge players such as Supercell and Rovio.
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What you get
Acceleration

Qualified introductions to get leads for your new local clients

Soft landing

Packed agenda so you become familiar with the key players in the
Helsinki ecosystem

Gaming/Edutech specific
Tailored support
Lighthouse community
Travel costs support
Ticket to SLUSH

Bringing together Gaming/Edutech startups and key ecosystem
players from the vertical industry to provide in-depth insights into the
Finnish scenario
Rodrigo Olmedo from uGlobally will be your Scaling Manager
Our network & Scaling Managers remain at your disposal
Reimbursement of up to 500€ of travel expenses for one person only
One ticket per startup to attend Slush
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Deep Dive Week in Helsinki – check out the agenda

DAY 1

DATE

MORNING SESSION

AFTERNOON SESSION

EVENING

18/11

The Finnish startup environment Business Finland

The VERTICAL (Gaming) scenario
in Finland

Road to success: 2 successful
VERTICAL companies share their
Story
Networking

DAY 2

19/11

Mastering collaboration with
corporates - Startup Catapult

Corporate visit
Accelerator visit

Operating in Finland 101
DAY 3

20/11

Round table with investors FIBAN
Networking with investors

DAY 4

Regulations for VERTICAL

Road to success:
International company

The naked truth about Finland
Networking with local players

Getting the best out of Slush
Networking session

21/11
PARTICIPATING AT SLUSH

DAY 5

22/11
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uGlobally
Finland’s Startup Experts
Founded in Brazil and incorporated in the Netherlands,
uGlobally is a company focused on helping tech
companies access international markets.
We combined the experience acquired by working in
several projects of international expansion to create
unique tools and solutions for tech companies going
abroad.

Our partners and customers uGlobally’s portfolio gathers
startups from over 15 countries, ecosystem players from
over 15 international hubs and several governmental
institutions, such as the European Union, consulates and
innovation secretaries.

Your Scaling Manager in Helsinki

Rodrigo Olmedo
rodrigo@uglobally.com
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See you in Helsinki!
APPLY NOW

https://www.f6s.com/deepdiveweekhelsinki2019/apply

www.startuplighthouse.eu
#StartupLighthouse

@eu_lighthouse
Startup Lighthouse
https://www.f6s.com/startuplighthouse
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